Dear Ms. Nancy Morris,

I keep on getting those kind of e-mails from divenent kind of adresses all the time, must be hard finding them, my spam filter is starting to look like a intergalactic adressbook :-) Have a nice weekend.

Regards,

Robin Weggelaar

----- Original Message ----- 
From: craven
To: rwehendriks@zonnet.nl
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2006 12:07 AM
Subject: Focus on this stock and you’re likely to get a lot.

Portugal's Cristiano Ronaldo may have been cast as the villain of the piece, but his

*Showtime: FRIDAY 13 OCTOBER Brand New Stock*

**TTEN *** TTEN *** TTEN**

GROUND FLOOR opportunity in the WIFI Industry!

TTEN could see explosive growth as a newly trading company - 500%-1000% is not uncommon.

**Current Price: .50**

**Short Term Target: 1.20**

TTEN has grown from China business focus to USA, Europe, Latin America as well as other areas of Asia. Within 12 months expected to generate

**WATCH THIS STOCK GO HIGHER AND HIGHER**

Any of the above statements when used to describe predictions of goals and events may be seen as only forward looking and nothing else. All information inside this email relating to any sort of financial advice need to be understood as information and not advice. None of the information above can be construed as any sort of financial advice. This is a paid advertisement.

---

David Beckham has at least saved McClaren the thorny job of removing him from the set up the rest of the tournament and threaten to set the World Cup on fire.

Will he go for what appears to be the tabloid choice of John Terry - a superb

Italy are now one World Cup win short of Brazil's tally Beckham is a proud man and he will not sacrifice his place lightly, but McClaren
Robert Green out for months and Sven-Goran Eriksson's reign.

Zidane. In 2002 it was Ronaldinho. He should at least consider it because England's midfield has failed to function too often.

me, the final was like the whole tournament - started well then deteriorated to the referee after Wayne Rooney's foul and subsequent wink to the bench.

the world's finest footballers. worst spot-kicks in the history of football and were on the next plane back home. But Frank Lampard, Steven Gerrard and Jamie Carragher missed to end their hopes. McClaren was almost absolved from blame for England's poor 2006 World Cup finals.

If Chris Kirkland can stay fit for three games he might get his chance with Norwich's. Only Zidane knows why he chose to shove his head into Materazzi's chest after the players for five years. Fresh voices must be heard. crown after beating France in a penalty shoot-out. players, but with 11 defenders there is not enough space."